RESOLUTION

concerning

COURSE FEE WAIVER

for

MRS. SANDRA ROTH

November 14, 1986

BE IT RESOLVED, That course fees in the Extension Fund be waived for Mrs. Sandra Roth, widow of the late Professor David M. Roth of Eastern Connecticut State University, for the academic year 1986-87.

A Certified True Copy:

[Signature]

Dallas K. Beal
President
RESOLUTION
GRANTING
A
COURSE FEE
TO
SANDRA

BE IT RESOLVED, that a course fee waive
waived during the academic year 1986-87
of the late Professor David M. Roth of E
University.

A C

Dallas E. Beal
President

Name: ________
High school?:
Or isn't that necessary?
From: CCSUA::NEWTON  "DAVE NEWTON (BOT V.P. FOR PERSONNEL)"  30-SEP-1986
To: PERNAL,NEWTON
Subj: benefits for relatives of deceased employees

Mike,

The wording of the resolution for the Mr. Stephen Addazio read as follows:

BE IT RESOLVED, That fees and tuition are waived during the academic year 1980-81 for Mr. Stephen Addazio, the son of the late Professor Louis Addazio of Central Connecticut State College.

A Certified True Copy:

James A. Frost
Executive Director

(make sure you differentiate between the source of the funding since Mrs. Roth is probably in the extension college?)
RESOLUTION

concerning

MR. STEPHEN ADDAZIO

July 18, 1980

BE IT RESOLVED, That fees and tuition are waived during
the academic year 1980-81 for Mr. Stephen
Addazio, the son of the late Professor
Louis C. Addazio of Central Connecticut
State College.

A Certified True Copy:

James A. Frost
Executive Director